
Quick Check 
Intelligent document analysis 
Upload your brief and in just minutes, Quick Check will  
identify the legal issues and show you relevant authority 
that traditional research may have missed. Rely on Quick 
Check to quality check a final draft, verify cited quotations, 
reveal weaknesses in an opponent’s document, refresh a 
past winning argument, and more.

• Compare multiple filings from a single matter with  
 Quick Check Judicial

• KeyCite® provides the information you need to verify  
 the cases you cite are still good law

• Filter out what you’ve already viewed or saved to  
 a folder

Litigation Analytics 
Data-driven insights
Discover a new level of insight with analysis on judges, 
courts, attorneys, law firms, and case types across the  
most state and federal dockets. Easily gather relevant 
information to build the strongest case strategy and  
respond to clients even faster with the initial case context 
around likely outcome, timeline, and cost.

• See how a judge typically rules, subject matter  
 expertise, time to rule, and more

• Manage client expectations for likely outcomes,  
 timelines, and cost 

• Build a winning strategy with example motions  
 a judge has granted

Westlaw Edge 
The standard for legal research.
Deliver the fastest answers and gain the most valuable insights 
with a full suite of AI-powered tools on Westlaw® Edge.



WestSearch® Plus 
Next generation legal search 
Get better predictive research suggestions across thousands  
of legal topics so you can find authoritative answers even faster. 
Predictive typeahead leverages advanced AI technology to 
surface relevant queries in the global search box. When you 
select a suggested query, you’ll go to the most relevant text 
without needing to scan the entire results list.

• Take advantage of the most powerful legal search  
 engine, designed by attorneys for attorneys

• Get suggested answers quickly for thousands of  
 legal topics  

• Connect directly to the relevant underlying authority 

Statutes Compare and Regulations Compare
Quickly understand how a statute or regulation has  
changed over time. With just one click, you can easily see  
the most recent changes to a statute or regulation right  
from the document, and compare any two versions from  
the History tab.

• Get coverage for all statutory content and federal  
 regulations, plus state regulations in select states

• Toggle to the next and previous difference when  
 comparing 

• Download, print, or email the comparison

KeyCite® Overruling Risk 
Advanced citator 
Trust you’re citing good law. KeyCite Overruling Risk on 
Westlaw Edge cautions you when a point of law in your case 
has been implicitly undermined based on its reliance on an 
overruled or otherwise invalid prior decision.

• Get warnings on implicitly overruled points of law

• See an orange warning icon, similar to red and yellow  
 flags, integrated into your research

• Use term navigation to easily pinpoint the language  
 within a case that has been overruled

• Avoid reviewing each case manually to determine  
 whether it cites an implicitly overruled point of law

For more information, visit WestlawEdge.com
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